Plasma samples from mouse strains and humans demonstrate different in vitro susceptibilities to complement activation
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Abstract
Complement activation can be evaluated in vitro using plasma or serum from animals and human donors, and in vivo using animal models. Despite many years of research, there is no harmonized approach for the selection of matrix and animal models. Herein, we present an in vitro study investigating intra- and inter-species variability in the complement activation. We used the liposomal formulation of amphotericin, AmBisome, as a model particle to assess the magnitude of the complement activation in plasma derived from various mouse strains and individual human donors. We demonstrate that mouse strains differ in the magnitude of complement activation by liposomes and cobra venom factor in vitro. Inter-individual variability in complement activation by AmBisome and cobra venom factor was also observed when plasma from individual human donors was analyzed. Such variability in both mouse and human plasma could not be explained by the levels of complement regulatory factors H and I. Moreover, even though mouse plasma was less sensitive to the complement activation by CVF than human plasma, it was equally sensitive to the activation by AmBisome. Our study demonstrates the importance of mouse strain selection for in vitro complement activation analysis. It also shows that traditional positive controls, such as cobra venom factor, are not predictive of the degree of complement activation by nanomedicines. The study also suggests that besides complement inhibitory factors, other elements contribute to the inter- and intra-species variability in complement activation by nanomedicines.
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• Th-1 and Th-2: Subsets of T lymphocytes expressing CD4 on their surface

Rationale and purpose
Herein we describe an in vitro study conducted to answer a question about inter- and intra-species variability in complement activation by traditional agonist, cobra venom factor (CVF) and model nanoformulation, liposomal amphotericin (AmBisome). We wanted to know if all mouse strains are equally responsive to AmBisome with complement activation. We also assessed human donor plasma for potential inter-individual variability in the complement activation by CVF and AmBisome. Lastly, we compared mouse and human in vitro response to both agonists to understand which matrix represents a more sensitive in vitro model. This information is important to inform preclinical safety studies of nanomedicines.

Introduction
A group of proteins produced by the liver and present in the bloodstream form so-called complement system\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\). The proteins in this system function to complement humoral and cellular immunity in detecting and eliminating invading pathogens, thus providing the name for the system\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\). Recent studies demonstrated that in addition to the innate immunity, complement activation plays an important role in regulating the adaptive immune response, and contributing to vaccine efficacy\(^4\)\(^-\)\(^5\). Undesirable activation of the complement system, however, may occur in response to certain drug products including but not limited to therapeutic proteins, nucleic acids, and nanotechnology-based formulations\(^6\)\(^-\)\(^9\). When such activation occurs, it results in the generation of so-called anaphylatoxins (e.g., complement split products C3a, C4a, and C5a) which trigger cardiopulmonary changes resembling type I hypersensitivity reactions\(^6\)\(^-\)\(^9\). The true type I reactions involve drug-specific IgE. Since complement activation mediated anaphylaxis does not involve IgE, this reaction is also called complement activation-related pseudoallergy or CARPA\(^7\)\(^-\)\(^9\). Even though CARPA is not specific to nanomedicines and occurs in response to other types of therapeutic products, it creates a particular hurdle for nanoformulations due to the complexity of their structure, composition, as well as the regulatory approval process. CARPA phenomenon and underlying mechanisms for nanomaterials have been studied extensively in the past decade. Despite these efforts, many unanswered questions still exist, and the research to cover existing gaps in understanding the complement contribution to infusion reactions is actively progressing\(^8\)\(^-\)\(^10\). Understanding the propensity of a test nanomaterial to activate the complement system is, therefore, very important both for preclinical safety and mechanism of action (MOA) studies. It is also recommended by international standard development organization such as, for example, ISO and ASTM International\(^11\)\(^,\)\(^12\).

Despite many years of research, there is still no harmonized in vitro assay and in vivo model to test for complement activation\(^13\)\(^-\)\(^15\). Many popular in vitro methods rely on treating human or animal serum or plasma with a test-nanomaterial, followed by the evaluation of the treated samples for the presence of complement split products (C3a, C4a, C5a) or terminal complex (sC5b-9)\(^13\)\(^,\)\(^15\). Other commonly used in vitro assays include complement consumption (CH-50)\(^14\). Many nuances exist with regards to the type of matrix (serum vs. plasma), end-point of the complement activation (e.g., split product, terminal complex or consumption) and anticoagulants. While several laboratories agreed that hirudin is more complement friendly than other commonly used anticoagulants\(^16\)\(^-\)\(^18\), it is not broadly available to research labs. There is also no general consensus, regarding the type and source of matrix and end-points. Each known in vitro method has advantages
and limitations. The same is true about animal models. Rodents (mice and rats), dogs and non-human primates are traditionally used to assess complement activation in vivo. Another valuable but not broadly used model is a pig. Discussions about the advantages and limitations of the in vivo models have also been extensively discussed.

Materials and Methods

Reagents
AmBisome was obtained from NIH Pharmacy (Bethesda, MD, USA). Human iC3b ELISA kit and CVF were purchased from Quidel (San Diego, CA, USA). Vacutainers with hirudin were purchased from Roche (Budapest, Hungary). Mouse CFH, CFI and C3a kits as well as human CFH and CFI kits were from MyBiosource (San Diego, CA, USA).

Animals
Blood was drawn from several mouse strains commonly used in preclinical research. These strains included Balb/c, CD-1, C3H/HeN, C57BL/6 and DBA1. The blood was drawn into tubes containing the hirudin as anticoagulant; the collection was performed by Bioreclamation Inc. (Westbury, NY, USA).

Research Donor Blood
Human blood specimens were collected from ten healthy donor volunteers under NCI at Frederick Protocol OH99-C-N046. Plasma was prepared by centrifugation and stored at a nominal temperature of -20°C prior to use in the complement activation in vitro study or for analysis of inhibitory factors concentrations.

Complement Assays
Mouse plasma from various strains or human plasma from ten donor volunteers was mixed at 4:1 volume ratio with controls or liposomes, incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C and analyzed by ELISA for the presence of the complement split products. PBS was used as the negative control, CVF (10U/mL) was used as the positive control. AmBisome was tested directly from stock to mimic condition relevant to the infusion of this drug in vivo. Levels of complement inhibitory factors (CFH and CFI) in the same mouse and human plasma specimens as those used for the complement activation experiments were assessed using commercial kits and according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Statistical analysis
Data analysis and plotting were performed using GraphPad Prism for Windows (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, California, USA).

Results

The magnitude of in vitro complement activation by AmBisome varies between mouse strains.

In this part of our study, we wanted to assess potential intra-species variability in the complement activation. We hypothesized that, despite being inbred, various mouse strains might have different sensitivity to the complement activation by liposomes. We chose five strains (Balb/c, CD-1, C3H/HeN, C57BL/6, and DBA1) which are commonly used in preclinical research and have known differences in their immune responses. For example, Balb/c and CD-1 mice are known to be Th-2 biased animals and, therefore, are preferred for studies investigating the sensitization potential of test-substances. C57BL/6 mice are known to be Th-1 biased animals, and therefore, they are preferred species for the studies of vaccines and autoimmunity. C3H/HeN and DBA-1 animals do not have a known Th1/Th2 bias. However, they are commonly used in the innate immunity studies. When treated in vitro with controls and AmBisome, plasma from these animals demonstrated various levels of the complement activation as evidenced by the presence of C3a (Figure 1A). To allow comparison between the strains, we determined stimulation index (SI). The SI is the ratio between complement split products in the test sample and that in the...
negative control. We calculated and compared SI to both the positive control (CVF) and AmBisome. The highest degree of the complement activation was observed in plasma from Balb/c and CD-1 mice (Figure 1B). Plasma from C57BL/6 mice demonstrated the least response to CVF and was completely insensitive to AmBisome (Figure 1B). Plasma from two other strains demonstrated a moderate response to both treatments (Figure 1B).

Figure 1. In vitro analysis of complement activation by AmBisome in mouse plasma. Plasma specimens were derived from inbred animals of various strains. Complement activation by negative control (NC), positive control (PC) and AmBisome was assessed in vitro using the procedure described in materials and methods. PBS and CVF were used as NC and PC, respectively. (A) Levels of C3a in plasma 30 minutes after treatment with controls and AmBisome. Each bar shows the mean and standard deviation (N=3). (B) Stimulation index was calculated for the positive control (CVF) and AmBisome for each mouse strain by dividing the mean C3a concentration in the test sample by that in the negative control. The red line shows the physiologically significant threshold of the positive response (≥ 2-fold).
**Mouse plasma concentrations of CFH and CFI do not explain inter-strain variability in complement activation**

To get an insight into the role of the complement regulatory factors as a potential reason for differences in the complement activation observed among tested mouse strains, we analyzed concentrations of factors H and I (CFH and CFI, respectively) in the same plasma sets used for the complement activation study. We found that levels of these factors vary drastically between Balb/c, CD-1, C3H/HeN, C57BL/6 and DBA1 (Figure 2). Interestingly, the levels of these factors were in reverse relationship in that strains with high levels of CFH (e.g., Balb/c and C57BL/6) had low plasma concentration of CFI (Figure 2). Likewise, strains with low concentrations of CFH (e.g., C3H/HeN and DBA) had high, relative to other strains, concentrations of CFI (Figure 2). Among tested strains, CFI concentration was the highest in plasma from CD-1 mice, in which CFH levels were also relatively high (Figure 2). Concentrations of either complement inhibitory factor per se could not explain the differences in the magnitude of the complement activation by Doxil or CVF in plasma from individual mouse strain (Figure 2, compare heat map of CFH, CFI vs. SI by CVF and AmBisome).

**Figure 2. Levels of complement inhibitory factors and stimulation indices in plasma from various mouse strains.** Plasma from individual mouse strains was analyzed by commercial ELISA for the presence of complement inhibitory factors H and I (CFH and CFI, respectively). The data is plotted in a heatmap format, where the darker color corresponds to the higher concentration. The same plasma samples were used for the analysis of the complement activation. The stimulation indices (SI) presented in Figure 1B, are plotted here in the heatmap format to contrast to CFH and CFI concentrations. The darker color in the SI heatmaps also corresponds to the higher complement activation than lighter colors.

The magnitude of in vitro complement activation by AmBisome varies between individual human donors

To understand the relevance of our in vitro study using mouse plasma to the preclinical in vitro complement activation assay typically conducted in the plasma of human donors, we treated plasma from ten healthy
donor volunteers with PBS, CVF or AmBisome and measured levels of the complement split product iC3b (Figure 3A). Similar to the study in plasma from various mouse strains, we observed inter-individual variability in the complement activation by both CVF and AmBisome (Figure 3A). Interestingly, comparison of the SI showed that, unlike the mouse, human plasma is extremely sensitive to CVF as evident by SIs above 50 (Figure 3B). This data is in contrast to that observed in mouse plasma wherein SIs to CVF were between 2 and 6 (Figure 1B). Stimulation indices of AmBisome in human plasma were comparable to that observed in mouse plasma (compare SI AmBisome in Figure 1B and Figure 3B; in both matrices, SI-AmBisome varies between 2 and 4).

![Figure 3. In vitro complement activation by AmBisome in human plasma. Plasma from ten healthy donor volunteers denoted as letter D followed by a number was studied in vitro as described in materials and methods. Levels of complement split product iC3b were measured by ELISA. (A) Levels of iC3b in individual plasmas after treatment with negative control (NC), positive control (PC) and AmBisome. Each bar shows the mean and standard deviation (N=3). PBS and CVF were used as a positive and negative control, respectively. (B) Stimulation index was calculated by dividing the iC3b levels in CVF or AmBisome by that in the negative control of the individual donor. Red line shows the physiologically relevant threshold of the positive response (i.e., at least 2-fold above the baseline).](image-url)
Human plasma concentrations of CFH and CFI do not explain inter-individual variability in complement activation

To understand whether variability in the complement activation by AmBisome is due to the different levels of expression of the complement inhibitory factors in plasma of individual donors, we measured the levels of these factors in the same plasma samples as those used for the complement activation study. We found that while CFH and CFI levels vary between individuals (Figure 4). However, the concentration of these factors per se cannot explain the variability observed in the complement activation study (Figure 4 compare CFH and CFI heatmap to AmBisome-SI). The further statistical analysis did not reveal a direct correlation between CFH or CHI concentrations and AmBisome stimulation indices (data not shown). This finding is in agreement with our earlier study comparing complement SI in plasma from different donors treated in vitro with Doxil (a PEGylated liposomal doxorubicin) and CFH/CFI levels24. In our current study, we used plasma specimens from some donors which were also used in our previous project investigating Doxil-mediated complement activation24. We also included Doxil as a nanoparticle-relevant positive control. Even though the plasma from these donors was drawn at a different time, the Doxil SIs in the current study (data not shown) matched those reported by us earlier24. Similar to the earlier findings, AmBisome SIs did not match CVF SIs in plasma from individual donors (Figure 4).

![Figure 4](image_url)

**Figure 4.** Levels of complement inhibitory factors and stimulation indices in plasma from individual human donors. Commercial ELISA was used to analyze plasma from ten human donors for the presence of complement inhibitory factors H and I (CFH and CFI, respectively). The data is plotted in a heatmap format, where the darker color corresponds to the higher concentration. The same plasma samples were used for the analysis of the complement activation. The stimulation indices (SI) presented in Figure 3B, are plotted here in the heatmap format to contrast to CFH and CFI concentrations. The darker color in the SI heatmaps also corresponds to the higher complement activation than lighter colors. Statistical analysis did not reveal a direct correlation between CFH or CFI concentrations and AmBisome SIs.

Discussion

The findings described herein inform the field of preclinical characterization of nanomaterials. The data demonstrate, that if the mouse matrix is used for in vitro analysis of complement activation by nanomaterials, Balb/c or CD-1 mice appear to be the most optimal source of the matrix due to their higher sensitivity to the complement activation by both CVF and liposomes (Figure 1 and 2). Likewise, our data suggest...
that C57BL/6 mice are not an appropriate source of plasma for in vitro complement activation studies due to their minimal response to both the control and the liposome stimuli. Our data further suggest that in a situation where a difference in the in vitro evaluation of the complement activation by liposomes is observed among published studies, one has to take a closer look at the mouse strain used to source the plasma as a potential source of discrepancy in the in vitro test results. Inter-individual variability in the complement activation by AmBisome in vitro was not surprising and it lines up with clinical observations that not all donors develop complement-activation mediated pseudoallergy reaction in response to AmBisome. Interestingly, we found that even though mouse plasma was less sensitive than human plasma to the complement-triggering activity of the CVF, it showed comparable sensitivity to the complement activation by AmBisome (Figure 1B and 3B). This data suggest that complement activation by CVF and AmBisome involve different pathways. Activation of complement may occur through different pathways. At least three such pathways have been described and include classical, lectin and alternative pathways. All of them converge on the C3 component of the complement. Therefore, if a screening is performed with the goal to identify a specific pathway, the agonist of that pathway is a preferable positive control. However, when the aim is simply to identify a propensity of a test-material to activate the complement system, inclusion of any agonist which results in a sufficient generation of the C3 split product is generally acceptable. Examples of commercially available positive controls include bet-glucan zymosan A, CVF and heat activated gamma globulins. In our study we analyzed C3 split products as the indication of the complement activation and used CVF as a traditional control. Despite generating high levels of the C3 split products in both mouse and human plasma, this control turned out to be unreliable to estimate complement activation by nanomedicines. Therefore, our data suggest that using a traditional agonist (e.g., CVF) for the estimation of matrix suitability to screen complement activating activity of nanomedicines may be misleading. The important finding of our study is that in vitro assays used to estimate the magnitude of complement activation by nanomedicines should be validated using the nanomedicine in question. We also found that AmBisome SIs do not match Doxil SIs in the plasma of the same individuals (data not shown). Collectively, this data is in line with earlier studies by Benasutti et al., demonstrating that complement opsonization rates observed with one nanomedicine do not accurately predict complement binding to other structurally similar nanoparticles. Similar to our findings in mouse plasma (Figure 2), individual levels of CFH and CFI varied in plasma of human donors (Figure 4) and per se could not explain the magnitude of the complement activation by AmBisome. This the finding is in agreement with an earlier study demonstrating the lack of direct correlation between CFH/CFI levels and the magnitude of the complement activation by Doxil.

**Summary**

Collectively, the results of this in vitro study deliver several take-home messages to the research community dealing with the preclinical characterization of nanotechnology-based products. First, the source of the matrix is important. Even though the human matrix is preferable, when it is not available, it can be substituted with mouse plasma. However, close attention has to be paid to the mouse strain from which the plasma is obtained. Second, complement activation by liposomes can be influenced by many factors including but not limited to the levels of the complement regulatory factors. Third, traditional controls such as CVF and other nanomedicines, even those belonging to the same class of nanocarriers (e.g., liposomes in our studies),
cannot be used to predict the magnitude of the complement activation by the given nanofor-
mulation. Fourth, in vitro complement assays should be validated using the nanomedicine in question as opposed to relying simply on the traditional positive control, especially when such positive control activates complement through the mechanism different from that triggered by the nanomedicine in question.
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